
Corka takes cork flooring to a new level of technical excellence. It is the 
only waterproof click-plank system on the market and the first to be made 
with 100 percent cork.

Manufactured in a state-of-the-art  
factory in Portugal, it comes in a range 
of finishes hand-picked to suit the needs 
of our design-savvy customers and has 
received multiple environmental awards 
including the prestigious Blue Angel  
certificate.

Corka is made using the bark of the cork 
oak, an evergreen which grows up to 20m 
high and lives for up to 200 years. The 
bark has a honeycomb cell structure and 
is a natural fire retardant with excep-
tional insulating properties. No trees are 
cut down during harvesting. The process 
requires great expertise (it is the highest 
paid job in Portuguese agriculture) and involves carving the bark off once 
every nine years. The first harvest takes place only 25 years after planting. 

Climate positive
All of our cork comes from a 
700,000-hectare forested ecosystem in 
southern Portugal known as the Montado, 
whose trees are protected by law. These 
forests make a significant contribution 
to reducing global warming, capturing 
an estimated 5 percent of the country’s 
annual CO2 emissions, or 4.8 million tons 
per year.

The sustainably managed cork forests support many endangered species 
including the Imperial eagle, wolves and the Iberian lynx, one of the most 
endangered cats in the world.

Commercial grade
Corka planks are made up of several layers including a natural cork  
veneer, a rigid cork core and an integrated cork underlay. They come with 
a ‘microbevel’, which gives a very subtle definition between boards and 
their commercial-grade finish is designed to showcase cork in all its beau-
tiful, natural variation. This may include filled knots, small holes and natural 
irregularities of the bark. With our coloured Corka, the surface colour is in-
tended as a subtle wash which will not mask the natural grain of the plank.

CONTEMPORARY  
CORK

As recommended by the Evening Standard, click to open

Our floating plank flooring fits 
on top of existing floors with 
minimum subfloor preparation. 
It comes pre-finished with a 
durable coating and is made 
with a universal locking system 
so clicks into place – with no 
need for glue in most settings.

EASY TO FIT


